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356	TANNED LEATHER
1. External Characters.—The appearance of the surface of the leather
is examined on both faces—the smoothness, grain, colour, presence of spots,
cuts, holes or other defects.   The leather is bent on itself to ascertain if it
I.   i	cracks and breaks or remains unaltered.
,',	The appearance of the section is then examined to see if it is compact
I /	and homogeneous or spongy and if the colour is dark and uniform ; light
" i	lines parallel to the surface are often an indication of an unequal distribution
' ;'	or an incomplete penetration of the tanning material.
',',<	The section is best examined by cutting strips 2 or 3 cm. long, 2 mm.
j( i	wide and 0-5 mm. thick between two cuts normal to the thickness of the
hide, these strips being immersed for 15 minutes in 20% acetic acid and
their appearance then observed.   In well tanned leathers the sections do
1 ,	not appear transparent and are swollen little and uniformly, whilst those
i «	of badly tanned leather swell considerably in the parts which have not
*',.!.	absorbed the tanning material completely, so that the surface no longer
appears uniform; when viewed by transmitted light they exhibit a pale,
i	shining striation in the middle.1
; ! ''	2. Specific Gravity.—This may be determined by cutting a square
i' -	-of the leather of about 10 cm. side, measuring the dimensions exactly and
1! .	the thickness in different parts by means of micrometer calipers, and calcu-
, '	lating the volume from the area and the mean thickness : sp. gr. = (weight
in grams) -f- (vol. in c.c.).
Another method consists in cutting a strip of leather 25-30 cm. long
i	and i~2 cm. wide, weighing it and immersing it in a graduated cylinder
Containing mercury, in which in some way it is kept submerged ; the increase
-, ^	in volume is then read.
*/, I1-	The moisture content of leather exerts a marked influence on the specific
'j. J	gravity, concordant results being obtained only by referring the weight of the
i/j;{	piece used for this determination to a normal moisture-content (18%) and
i ^ !	then calculating the specific gravity.   The latter may also vary largely with
t f	the proportion of fatty substances present.
J	Lastly, since the specific gravity varies with the region of the hide from
() ;«	which the sample is taken, the determination should be made on pieces taken
ri >!l	from different parts and the mean result adopted.
fl|	3. Strength.—Tension tests are the most usual, these being made by
^4   j	means of a dynamometer like that used for textiles, strips of the leather
.« \l	of definite length and breadth (usually 1-2 cm. wide according to the quality
,'   s	and thickness) being tested.   The resistance to breaking, expressed in kilos
V;	per sq. mm. of section, and the percentage elongation are measured
y('i	In some cases compression tests are also made.
Of importance also is the flexibility test, which is carried out by bending
a strip of the leather (bloom outside) into an arc, at-first with a diameter
Jlif!	equal to ten times the thickness and afterwards with less diameters (the
r. t  i *	*
s |lt	strip may be bent round cylindrical rollers of different diameters), any
•{ !$|j ;	cracking and the depths of the cracks being observed.
4. Permeability.—The object of this test is to determine the greater
1 To cut sections of the thickness indicated and to observe them more easily, suitable
forms of apparatus have been constructed,	'

